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We’ve covered powersports projects funded through sites like Kickstarter in the past, and when I 
heard about the MotoChic convertible backpack, I admit that I got a little excited. It’s a cute, 
functional backpack sized for a female figure, and it converts into a tote for a more elegant look. 

Debra Chin founded the San Francisco-based MotoChic Gear in 2013. She used to own a 
bridesmaid boutique in Los Gatos, Calif., and she has a long history of doing research and 
marketing for start-ups and Fortune 500 companies. Chin’s inspiration for the MotoChic 
convertible backpack, named the Lauren after Lauren Hutton, came after she borrowed her 
boyfriend’s backpack for a ride. It didn’t fit her well and looked too masculine, so she decided to 
build her own bag for ladies. 

As Chin says on the Kickstarter page, she didn’t want to copy the model of so many other 
powersports companies, who use what she calls a “shrink it and pink it” approach. 

The Lauren is made of polyester combined with leather side closures and reflective panels. The 
reinforced bottom houses a rain cover, and there are two exterior pockets. The backpack 
harness is curved to specifically fit women’s shoulders, and the sternum strap, waist belt and 
underarm straps are all adjustable. The straps can be tucked inside a zippered compartment so 
the bag can be carried as a tote. 

http://blog.dealernews.com/BethDolgner
http://motochicgear.com/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1980480960/motochic-convertible-backpack-for-work-play-and-ev


 

The interior of the Lauren has an adorable motorcycle print. There is a main compartment, a 
lined protective pocket for a 13-inch laptop or other device and three more pockets for smaller 
stuff. 

The MotoChic Kickstarter campaign is hoping to raise $30,000 by the end of December. In 
addition to the Lauren, MotoChic also has the Valerie purse. Named after land speed racer 
Valerie Thompson, the diminutive purse is a companion piece to the Lauren and can be worn in 
five different ways. 

What really struck me about the Lauren is its potential for mainstream appeal. I travel a lot, and 
it’s rare for me to go anywhere – even on vacation – without my laptop. I currently carry a 
functional but bulky bag that was clearly intended for a person with much broader shoulders. So 
when I say I was excited to see the Lauren, it wasn’t just for its use on a motorcycle. I like a 
backpack when I’m en route to whatever exotic destination I’m off to (exotic as in Boise, Idaho, 
where I’ll be next month), but I like a tote for more professional events. 

MotoChic is off to a good start, and I look forward to seeing what else they come out with in the 
future. Ladies, what do you think? Is there a need for this in powersports? Would you carry the 
Lauren even on days you’re not riding?  
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